
 

 

Monday 

This week, we are going to follow the suggested activities in Pie Corbett’s ‘The City of 

Silence’ workbook. Your task is to complete the activity in the workbook each day. There is 

no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ answer and every activity is a chance to produce something fresh. 

Complete Activity 1 –  

List as many different type of places as possible  – the more the better. For example: wood, 

city, shed, street, station, maze, cellar … You could put them into different categories. 

Challenge – try to name fifty places. (Don’t forget, you can magpie from the list in the 

workbook.)  

Tuesday 

Let’s remind ourselves of the four types of nouns:  

• Concrete nouns: the general names for people, places and things that you can 

see/touch/taste/smell etc. e.g. ball, table, grass, pony, child  

• Proper nouns: special names starting with capital letters e.g. Sarah, Dr Foster, Spain  

• Collective nouns: a word for a group of animals, people or things e.g. gang, swarm, crowd, 

pair  

• Abstract nouns:  something that exists but you cannot see/touch e.g. love, dream, fear, 

hope  

 

Complete Activity 2 Make a list of abstract nouns. 

Wednesday 

Choose one word from each list (Monday and Tuesdays) and put them together to make an 

interesting combination. Here’s how it works:   

 Places + Abstract Nouns  = Combinations  

 church + love       The church of love  

 village + dreams      The village of dreams 

 

Complete Activity 3. Try to make as many combinations as you can. At this stage, try not to 

worry about whether they are ‘good’ or not just generate lots and lots of ideas so you have 

plenty to choose from later. 

 

Thursday 

Let’s make some more combinations but this time try to make them alliterative: this means 

both your place and your abstract noun need to start with the same sound:  E.g. The cave of 

curiosity,  The temple of terror,   The office of honesty,  The motorway of mischief,    A star of 

sorrow,  The fairground of fear.  

Complete Activity 4.  Have a go at your own alliterative combinations.   

 



Friday 

Complete Activity 5.  Now pick your top 10 combinations and keep them somewhere special. 

Reading your ideas out loud can help to listen to the effect on the ear. Which ones might 

surprise your reader? Which ones have you never heard before? Which ones immediately 

conjure up an image in your mind’s eye? (There is a list for you to magpie from if needed.)  

Complete Activity 6.   

Fancy being a teacher for a minute? Have a go at judging some of these ideas. Number 

these combinations in order from ‘best’ to ‘worst’. Can you say why you have chosen the top 

one as your favourite? What is it about it that you like?   

 ▪ The city of kindness ▪ The living room of boredom ▪ The factory of creativity ▪ The farm of 

hunger ▪ The forest of premonitions 

 

Weekly tasks – 

Read ‘Holes’ chapters 33-36.  (If you want to - answer the attached comprehension 

questions.) 

Spellings – Synonyms and Antonyms  

Test yourself on this week’s spelling words.  

immense vast  gigantic  gargantuan  mammoth 

miniature miniscule insignificant  microscopic  petite  

 


